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Introduction 

 In a fascinating article, Gonda Van Steen considers the use of a famous line from 

Aeschylus’ Persians, “now the struggle is for all!,” in Greece during the early 1940s. This line 

and other Persian War tropes were initially used to foster unity among the Greeks in order to 

resist the Italian and German invaders of 1941 – despite the divisive and repressive nature of the 

Greek government of Metaxas. But by the war’s end, such Classical allusions were adopted by 

the right as a way to galvanize opposition to the left, even those leftists who had played a key 

role in the resistance to German occupation. Van Steen explores how different sides in Greece 

could make use of the same material, and how right and left influenced one another’s rhetoric 

and propaganda.1 

 In this paper, I want to go beyond the use of the Persian War among the Greeks 

themselves to explore how Germany, Great Britain, and the United States, and to a lesser extent 

Greece itself, drew especially on the Thermopylae legend to promote their own respective 

causes, both during the war and afterward. As we will see, unlike in Greece, riven by factional 

strife and civil war, among the great powers there was no right versus left in the use of 

Thermopylae. Rather, there was only right, or at least anticommunist and anti-Soviet. In their 

fierce opposition to communism, and Soviet communism in particular, the Third Reich and 

                                                 
1 Van Steen 2010.  
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United States made use of remarkably similar rhetoric, in which Thermopylae formed a 

centerpiece. That both fascists and aspiring guarantors of world liberty could deploy the very 

same ancient battle and its most enduring “lessons” should serve as a warning, and force us to 

reevaluate the use of the Thermopylae myth and the myth itself.    

 

Sparta in 19th- and 20th-Century Germany 

 On January 30, 1943, just three days before the surrender of the German Sixth Army at 

Stalingrad – one of the decisive moments of the Second World War (or the Great Patriotic War 

for the Soviets) – Hermann Göring gave a speech to a delegation representing the entire 

Wehrmacht, the German armed forces.2 On the tenth anniversary of Hitler’s rise to power as 

Chancellor, Göring, supreme commander of the Luftwaffe and one of Hitler’s closest lieutenants, 

chose to focus on Germany’s increasingly desperate situation on the Eastern Front. He claimed 

that only Germany stood between the barbarities of Russian Bolshevism and the European way 

of life. Where Stalin had slaves in the millions to hurl against the Germans, Germany had 

soldiers and a people willing to die freely for their homeland, to stem the tide of the Eastern 

onslaught and preserve not only Germany, but also all of Europe and the “West.”  

Göring’s Germans look a lot like Herodotus’ patriotic Greeks, and his Russians look like 

Herodotus’ Persians, hordes driven forward by the whips of Xerxes’ commanders. To make the 

comparison explicit, Göring quoted Simonides’ famous epigram honoring the Spartans who died 

at Thermopylae in obedience to Sparta’s laws. The Germans, too, would die in honor of and to 

preserve their own laws:  

                                                 
2 For a summary of Göring’s speech, see the Bulletin of International News 20. 3 (Feb. 6, 1943), 

100-104. 
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In days to come it will be said thus: when you come home to Germany, tell them that you 

have seen us lying at Stalingrad, as the rule of honour and the conduct of war have 

ordained that we must do, for Germany’s sake. 

 

Hitler himself evoked Thermopylae when he promoted General Friedrich Paulus, the ranking 

officer at Stalingrad, to field marshal mere days before the German surrender. Since no German 

field marshal had ever surrendered, Hitler reckoned that Paulus would fight to the death, just like 

Leonidas. Much to Hitler’s chagrin, Paulus surrendered and became a Russian prisoner, evoking 

rather the captive Spartans of Pylos. There is no mistaking the importance the Spartans, and 

especially Leonidas and the Three Hundred, as exemplars for Nazi Germany. 

 Perhaps surprisingly, in the early years of the Greek and Roman Classics as an academic 

discipline in Western Europe, Sparta was not initially as popular among German-speakers as it 

was in France and Britain. In the 18th century, Germans tended to prefer Athens to Sparta, and 

some German scholars actually criticized the Spartans’ mission to Thermopylae and the last 

stand of Leonidas and the Three Hundred as a strategic and tactical failure. But during the 19th 

century, as Helen Roche argues, particularly among the elite ranks of the Royal Prussian Cadet 

Corps, Sparta became an important educational example for aspiring soldiers.3 In his review of 

Roche’s book in the Journal of Hellenic Studies, Roel Konijnendijk points out that the German 

military historians, such as Johannes Kromayer and Georg Veith, who popularized Thermopylae 

and undertook detailed studies of that battle site and others throughout Greece were products of 

these Prussian schools.4 In the latter half of the century, during the period of the German Empire, 

or Kaiserreich, beginning in 1871, Sparta became very popular amongst an ever broader section 

of society, and Leonidas and the Three Hundred were generally lauded as paragons of selfless 

                                                 
3 Roche 2013, esp. 33-156. 
4 Konijnendijk 2015. Kromayer and Veith’s multi-volume Antike Schlachtfelder (Ancient Battlefields), with its 

detailed topographical maps and collection of the ancient sources for pitched battles, set the standard for battlefield 

studies, and remains an indispensable resource for ancient military historians. 
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patriotism.5 This view of the Spartans shaped how many Germans conceived of the duty of 

soldiers fighting in the First World War, and was instrumental in how the Germans valorized 

their war dead.  

 Before Stalingrad, Germany’s Thermopylae was Langemarck, a site near Ypres in 

Belgium where thousands of German soldiers, particularly youth volunteers, were slaughtered in 

the early months of the First World War in 1914 (as part of the so-called “First Battle of 

Ypres”).6 Today, Langemarck is home to one of the largest First World War cemeteries for the 

German dead. There, among the understated and somber grave monuments, the following 

inscription can be seen: “Wanderer kommst du nach Deutschland, verkündige dorten du habest / 

Uns hier liegen gesehen, wie das Gesetz es befahl (traveler, come to Germany, tell there that you 

have seen us lying here, as bidden by the law),” a translation and paraphrase of Simonides’ lines 

marking a poignant reference to Thermopylae. Although it was a total military failure, 

Langemarck, like Thermopylae, came to be seen as a moral victory and to embody the German 

spirit of patriotism. In the interwar period especially, Langemarck became an important rallying 

cry, giving birth to the powerful myth of the “Youth of Langemarck.” While the Entente powers 

celebrated Armistice Day on November 11, many Germans, led by influential student and youth 

movements, celebrated “Langemarck Day” on the very same date – November 11 was also an 

important day in the battle near Langemarck.7 As Bernd Hüppauf says, “Through constant 

repetition in literature, the media, the school curriculum and public celebrations, [Langemarck] 

                                                 
5 For an overview of Sparta in German thought from the 18th to the 20th centuries, see Rebenich 2006 (who provides 

an updated version of his essay, in English, in Rebenich 2018). See also Losemann 2012 for the period 1870-1945. 
6 Losemann (2012: 269) cites Reinbach’s remark that Prussian cadets “experienced their Thermopylae with the 

battle of Langemarck in 1914.” 
7 For the importance of Langemarck and the “Youth of Langemarck” in interwar Germany, see Ketelsen 1985; 

Hüppauf 1988; and Losemann 2012: 269. See also Roche 2013 for the importance of Sparta for Prussian and Nazi-

German education, from the early 19th to the mid 20th century. 
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had become synonymous with the programme of rejuvenation of the German nation developed 

by 'political romanticism' during the Weimar Republic.”8 

 The Nazis also embraced the Langemarck myth, especially before 1933. In Mein Kampf, 

Hitler made sure to mention that he had been at Langemarck. The Nazi youth eventually 

absorbed the other German youth movements – usually by force – and coopted Langemarck for 

their own political purposes. After 1933, when Hitler and the Nazis were firmly in power, they 

no longer needed to employ the popular Langemarck motif to so great an extent, and the Battle 

of Verdun came to replace Langemarck in the Nazis’ developing ideology of the “new man.”9 

Nevertheless, Langemarck and other images of Sparta remained vitally important for the Nazis, 

and formed a central part of Nazi propaganda and education.  

 Beyond the self-sacrifice of Thermopylae, and the subservience of the Spartan individual 

to the state, which Thermopylae exemplified, the Nazis emphasized the supposed racial 

characteristics of the Spartans. The pleasure-seeking and individualistic Ionians (especially the 

Athenians) were contrasted with the austere Dorian Spartans. The Dorians, unlike other Greeks, 

were thought to have invaded Greece and the Peloponnese from north, even northern Europe, 

and were thus Nordic kin to the Germans, in fact fellow Aryans. The Spartans too, just like the 

Nazis hoped to do, were thought to have maintained a racially pure society that dominated and 

exploited the lesser races in their territory. One of the foremost scholars of the ancient world in 

Germany, Helmut Berve, provided the intellectual underpinnings of Nazism by stressing the 

appropriateness of Spartan society – its encouragement of manliness and the subordination of the 

individual will to the state – as a model for a German Reich.10 Making it seem as if the Indiana 

                                                 
8 Hüppauf 1988: 78. 
9 Hüppauf 1988, esp. 82-86. 
10 Rebenich 2006: 204. 
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Jones films contain a measure of truth, in the 1930s the arch propagandists of the Nazis, Josef 

Goebbels and Albert Speer, visited Greece to study “the relics of the Dorian world.”11 The 

alleged cultural and racial links between Sparta and Germany were an integral part of Nazi 

propaganda, which can be seen especially in Nazi education programs. 

 In an important chapter, Helen Roche details how important Sparta was in the elite Adolf 

Hitler Schools run by the SS from 1937-1945 to train the next generation of fanatical Nazi 

leaders. A textbook for these schools, Der Lebenskampf einer nordischen Herrenschicht (The 

Life-struggle of a Nordic Male Society), written by Otto-Wilhelm von Vacano, focuses on Sparta 

and is laden with Nazi tropes. Waxing at length about Sparta’s militarism, community-

centeredness, and propensity for self-sacrifice, the book also featured a chapter on Spartan 

education, and how its principles could be applied in Germany.12 Not only was Sparta popular in 

late 19th and early 20th-century Germany among a wide cross-section of society, for the Nazis it 

formed a central plank in the education of their most promising young recruits in the most elite 

programs. As the famous classicist Arnaldo Momigliano said, the Nazis integrated Thermopylae 

and Sparta into a religion that “had its major sanctuaries at Dachau and Auschwitz.”13   

 Another important study that demonstrates the striking similarities between the Third 

Reich and ancient Sparta is that of Thomas Kühne on the concept of comradeship in the 

Wehrmacht. Focusing on the regular soldiers of the Wehrmacht, as opposed to the fanatical 

Nazis of the SS, on the Eastern Front, Kühne argues that it was the ideal of comradeship that 

allowed the Wehrmacht soldiers to participate in and provide support for Nazi atrocities, and to 

stick together to the bitter end, even when the defeat of Germany was imminent and obvious. In 

                                                 
11 Losemann 2012: 277. 
12 Roche 2012. Roche goes into far more detail about the importance of Sparta for 19th-century Prussian and Nazi-

German education in her 2013 book, Sparta’s German Children. 
13 Momigliano 1966: 707-708, as quoted in Rebenich 2018: 698. 
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the Third Reich, comradeship encompassed many ideas and practices that would have been 

familiar to ancient Spartans. For example, the separation of so many German men from “civilian 

society” facilitated the subordination of the will of the individual soldier to the will of the state: 

For it was the army that kept the bulk of German men, 17 million in total, under control and had, 

by separating them physically and emotionally over years from their families and friends -- from 

the foundations of the civilian identities -- more effective means at hands to brainwash, or ‘re-

educate,’ Germans than the Nazi rulers could ever have acquired at home.  

Bringing to mind the social death faced by the tresantes, or “tremblers,” in Sparta, those 

Germans who were not subservient to the collective faced a similar fate: “Whoever was not 

willing to sacrifice the I on the altar of the We was threatened with an ‘unbearable existence’…” 

The self-sacrificing nature of comradeship applied to women in Germany too, just as in Sparta. 

On this point, Kühne quotes Hitler himself, who said, “In the Third Reich, the woman has her 

own battlefield. With every child she brings into the world, she fights her battle for the nation.”  

Because of the pernicious use comradeship had been put to in the Third Reich – a use that was 

eerily similar to the constant camp life of the Spartan soldier and the total military orientation of 

Spartan society – in today’s largely pacifist Germany, praising the bonds that form between 

fellow soldiers is viewed with deep suspicion. This suspicion is a very different reaction to 

soldierly bonds than is still generally seen in the US, a country that is now markedly more 

militaristic than Germany.  

 Whereas some German scholars such as Helmut Berve never recanted their pro-Nazi 

work on Sparta, another German historian, Victor Ehrenberg, a decorated veteran of the First 

World War who had also idealized Sparta, came to change his views. As a Jew, Ehrenberg fled 

Germany for England on the eve of the Second World War, and, in light of the Nazi horrors of 
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the 1930s and 40s, came to see Sparta as a dangerous precursor to totalitarian states.14 The Nazi 

German use of Sparta warns us against the myth of neutrality when writing about and teaching 

historical topics, even ancient historical topics. Without commenting on the scholarly accuracy 

of the work of Berve and others – some of them were indeed fine philologists – those who are 

students and scholars of the ancient world must be on guard against their work being coopted by 

odious ideologues. If ancient Greek history is to continue to be an important part of the 

educational curriculum (and I think that it should be), ancient Greek historians must be aware of 

the ways in which their subject matter has been interpreted and put to work, both in the past and 

the present. 

 

The Allies and Thermopylae 

 In response to the Greeks’ dogged resistance to the Italian invasion through Albania in 

1940-1941, Winston Churchill famously said, “Hence, we will not say that Greeks fight like 

heroes, but that heroes fight like Greeks.” Throughout the war, the resistance of Greece, its 

subsequent occupation by the Germans, and its liberation by the British, would serve as a 

powerful symbol of the struggle for freedom against Germany and National Socialism. Greece’s 

ancient past, especially the stand of Leonidas and the Three Hundred at Thermopylae, would be 

evoked many times during the war, both in relation to Greece itself and further afield. In this 

section, let us consider some of the mentions of Thermopylae between 1939-1945 in major 

public outlets like The Times of London and The New York Times. 

                                                 
14 Rebenich 2006: 203. 
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 On September 19, 1939, in an article called “The Price of Freedom,” The Times 

compared the heroic resistance of the Poles against insuperable odds to Leonidas and the Three 

Hundred:  

[The Polish Army] has held the pass for civilization with a valour no less heroic than that 

of Leonidas and the three hundred of Thermopylae. In spite of the desperate odds which 

it confronted, its resistance was not broken until, like the Spartans, it was struck down by 

treachery from the rear. 

 

Germany had invaded on September 1, and the Soviets on September 17, just two days before 

this article was published. It was this Soviet invasion that was likened to Ephialites’ treachery at 

Thermopylae, as if Poland could otherwise have held out against the might of the Third Reich. 

The article goes on to assure the Poles that 

they have the sympathy, and indeed the reverence, not only of their allies in Western 

Europe, but of all civilized peoples throughout the globe who still hold the values of the 

spirit, and who recognize a great nation in the few who fight and die for liberty rather 

than in the multitudes who are mobilized for their destruction.  

 

 On February 2, 1940, The Times reported on an address from the Anglican Primate of 

Finland and the Bishop of Tempere, as read by the Archbishop of Canterbury in St. Paul’s 

Cathedral in London. The Finnish clergy insisted that in the fight against Stalin they were 

“defending the precious inheritance of our common Christian civilization” from “forces of 

heathen barbarism that have to be destroyed if law and liberty are to survive anywhere in 

Europe.” The Archbishop of Canterbury then compared the struggle of the Finns to the 

Maccabean Revolt, and warned that,  

magnificent as has been the resistance of this northern Thermopylae, the conditions that 

have given to free valour and intelligence their advantage over the dull weight of vast 

servile hordes will not last the winter.  
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Tellingly, the motifs of slavish, barbaric hordes, and the many against the few, is used by the 

British press in relation to the Soviet communists in the early months of the war, just as they 

would be used by Göring in 1943.  

 At the end of October 1940, Italy invaded Greece, followed by a German invasion in 

April 1941 after the Italian forces broke against Greek resistance and counter-attacks. On March 

18, 1941, as reported by The Times, the Greek King commended Greece’s soldiers for “writing 

in blood a glorious epic of the newer Greece on the snow-covered mountains of Epirus and 

Albania.” He chalked up the successes of the Greek soldiers to the fact that “the blood of the 

fighters of Marathon and Thermopylae flows in [their] veins.” On April 23, less than three weeks 

after the Germans invaded Greece, taking over from the Italians, The Times reported on the 

tributes pouring in for the New Zealand troops who fought bravely against the German advance 

near Mt. Olympus. The Germans themselves praised the New Zealanders, and the New Zealand 

Prime Minister said that “the fighters who stood at Marathon and Thermopylae had worthy 

successors in those who fought on the slopes of Mount Olympus,” echoing the words of the 

Greek King in praise of his own army. On April 29, as the resistance of the British, Anzac, and 

Greek forces was nearing its breaking point after fierce fighting, including at the pass of 

Thermopylae itself, The Times correspondent remarked that “history records no more gallant 

stand than that which the few made against the many among the snow-clad mountains of 

Greece.” The evocation of well-worn Thermopylae tropes is plain in this tribute to the hopeless 

fight against the German onslaught. 

 Once Greece fell, with the capture of Athens at the end of April and the fall of Crete by 

the beginning of June, the hope for the eventual freedom for the Greeks remained alive, and 
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Greece continued to be a symbol in the Allied press of the stakes of the struggle against the Axis. 

On June 7, The Times printed the words of the Greek Prime Minister, who proclaimed that 

Together with Thermopylae and the Gate of Romanos [a reference to the 1453 fall of 

Constantinople], the martyrdom of Crete will inspire for centuries the ideals of our race; 

and out of the fire of the battles in Albania, Thrace, and Crete, the phoenix of Greek 

freedom will rise once again. 

 

In its October 31 edition, The Times reported on celebrations at Westminster of the first 

anniversary of the Greeks taking up arms against the Italian invasion force. The Greek Prime 

Minster said that 

when the land of Greece was liberated in the certain day of victory, the Greeks would 

raise up a mound of holy earth as their ancestors did at Thermopylae centuries ago to 

cover the mortal remains of these heroes, and render immortal the valour and sacrifice of 

British and Greek comrades-in-arms. 

 

When Athens was finally liberated by British forces in October 1944, celebrations were 

held across Allied nations. As reported in The New York Times on October 15, Newbold Morris, 

President of the City Council of New York, told a gathering of Greeks and Americans that 

the courage which made it possible to turn back the Persians at Thermopylae, which won 

freedom for modern Greece from the Turks, which all but drove the Fascists back to the 

sea, has kept twenty German divisions pinned down in the Aegean throughout the war. 

 

He was joined by John D. Kalgeris, Greek Consul General in New York, who said that the 

liberation of the Greek capital “is a victory for the ideas that Athens has represented through 

2,000 years.” To those gathered in such celebrations, Greece’s – and the world’s – freedom 

seemed assured.     

  

Sparta in the Cold War 

 The theme of brave Western soldiers standing against barbarous Bolshevik hordes from 

the East did not die with the Third Reich. Instead, the United States and its NATO allies took up 
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the mantle of defenders of Western Civilization against the relentless tide of Communism during 

the Cold War. The image of Thermopylae, along with the site itself in Greece, took on new life, 

as a symbol of West versus East and freedom versus tyranny, among those Western societies that 

had helped to destroy Nazism and now stood against their former ally in that struggle, the Soviet 

Union. How NATO framed its new struggle was remarkably similar to how Göring did in 1943. 

 Greece was far from out of the woods after its liberation in late 1944. Even before the 

war was over, in support of a reinstalled rightwing government in Athens British forces 

ruthlessly crushed leftist factions, many of whom had played leading roles in the resistance to the 

Nazis. Following the Second World War, Greece became a focal point for the developing Cold 

War as it endured several years of civil war between the Hellenic Army, supported by Britain 

and the United States, and the communist Democratic Army of Greece, supported by various 

Eastern European powers (but, not directly, by the Soviet Union). The anti-communist forces 

were eventually victorious in 1949, but the war left Greece devastated and riven by factional 

strife. Greece formally joined Nato in 1952, an official ally against the Soviet Union and the 

Eastern Bloc, though at times only military coercion kept Greece on that side, as demonstrated 

by the military’s seizure of power from 1967-1974. Despite, or rather because of, the internal 

tension in Greece, Western powers used sites in Greece itself, along with themes from Greece’s 

past, to bolster a pro-Western, anti-communist agenda.  

 Dean Acheson, the American Undersecretary of State after the war, summed up his view 

of the post-war situation in Greece in his 1987 memoirs, Present at the Creation: My Years in 

the State Department: 

The year 1946 was for the most part a year of learning that minds in the Kremlin worked 

very much as George F. Kennan had predicted they would. … The Russians themselves 

greatly helped our education. In picking the [Dardanelles] straits and Iran as points of 

pressure, they followed the route of invasion by barbarians against classical Greece and 
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Rome and later of the czars to warm water. From Thermopylae to the Crimea the 

responses to pressure at these points had been traditional. If some Americans found their 

history rusty, neither the British nor the President did. 

 

The American response to the apparent Soviet threat to Greece, and by extension much of 

the “free world,” was outlined by President Truman in a famous speech given to a joint session 

of Congress on March 12, 1947 – a speech that came to be known as the “Truman Doctrine,” the 

idea that the United States was actively to protect “free peoples” the world over. Asking for 

Congress to approve $400 million in aid to Greece and Turkey, Truman said that without 

American aid, Greece’s government forces could not hold out against communist insurrectionists 

supported by foreign powers (he did not mention the Soviet Union directly, but the point was 

clear). As Truman said, 

The seeds of totalitarian regimes are nurtured by misery and want. They spread and grow 

in the evil soil of poverty and strife. They reach their full growth when the hope of a 

people for a better life has died. We must keep that hope alive.15 

 

Greece would be the test case for whether America could stand against the supposed plan of the 

Soviet Union to achieve world domination, and financial aid (along with large groups of advisors 

and perhaps even military personnel) would be the way to do it. 

 While not everyone agreed with Truman, in general the response to the “Truman 

Doctrine” speech was positive. Thomas E. Dewey, the Republican governor of New York who 

would narrowly lose to Truman in the 1948 Presidential election, declared March 25 “Greek War 

Relief Day” in his state. In support of Truman’s plan to send aid to Greece, Dewey upped the 

rhetorical ante, as reported in The New York Times on March 23, 1947: 

The civilized world owes a lasting debt to the gallant and unconquerable people of 

Greece. Down through the centuries Greece has bequeathed to all of us an incalculably 

rich heritage. It is a heritage that lies at the foundation of Western culture… During the 

recent war, the endurance and bravery of the Greek people, in the face of overwhelming 

                                                 
15 For a transcript of Truman’s speech, see: https://www.ourdocuments.gov/doc.php?flash=false&doc=81#.  

https://www.ourdocuments.gov/doc.php?flash=false&doc=81
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totalitarian forces, again aroused the admiration of the civilized world just as their 

forebears evoked the admiration of the ancient world at Thermopylae and Salamis…. 

 

Once again the Greek people are standing as a brave bulwark against the tides of 

oppression which would engulf the world… 

 

For their part, the Soviets denounced the speech as naked American imperialism. On 

March 15, The New York Times provided a transcript of an editorial on the speech printed in the 

Soviet newspaper Izvestia, and broadcast in London via Radio Moscow. Mocking the simplistic 

equivalence claimed for ancient and modern Greeks, the Izvestia editors said 

But the matter not only, and not so much, lies in the venal Greek monarchists and their 

allies, who have been pleasantly presented to the American Congressmen as direct 

descendants of the defender of Thermopylae, the legendary King Leonidas. It is well 

known that the real rulers of Greece up until now have been and are still the British 

military authorities. 

 

The editorial further criticized Truman’s stance by comparing to the justifications advanced by 

the Nazis for expanding the Reich: 

Dilations to the effect that the United States ‘is called upon to save’ Greece and Turkey 

from expansion on the part of the so-called ‘totalitarian states’ are not new. Hitler also 

referred to the Bolsheviks when he wanted to open the road to conquests for himself. 

 

The Soviet response, and some domestic opposition to the foreign entanglements the Truman 

Doctrine would entail, did nothing to stop the Congressional acceptance of Truman’s request and 

the delivery of aid and personnel to Greece, which helped the Greek government forces 

overcome the communist insurrection by 1949. 

 The Truman Doctrine was the basis for the famous Marshall Plan, outlined by Sectary of 

State George C. Marshall in a speech at Harvard University on June 5, 1947.16 Marshall, 

proposing massive economic aid to a recovering Europe, for which he would later win a Nobel 

                                                 
16 For a transcript of this speech, see: 

https://www.oecd.org/general/themarshallplanspeechatharvarduniversity5june1947.htm  

https://www.oecd.org/general/themarshallplanspeechatharvarduniversity5june1947.htm
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Peace Prize, said that US policy “is directed not against any country or doctrine but against 

hunger, poverty, desperation and chaos.” However, he did warn that 

Any government which maneuvers to block the recovery of other countries cannot expect 

help from us. Furthermore, governments, political parties, or groups which seek to 

perpetuate human misery in order to profit therefrom politically or otherwise will 

encounter the opposition of the United States. 

 

While the bulk of funds from the Marshall Plan were directed to major industrial powers like 

Germany, Truman’s aid to Greece had set the stage, and Greece remained a central 

preoccupation for American policy-makers. As the New York Times editorial of December 29, 

1948 put it, “Greece is a test of staying power” for the United States, newly risen to the West’s 

dominant power. 

Rhetoric linking ancient Greece, including Thermopylae, to modern Greece and the 

American opposition to Soviet Union soared in 1951. A lengthy opinion piece published on 

February 4, 1951, and written by former Economist editor Barbara Ward, is instructive. 

Accompanied by a striking illustration (Fig. 1), the article is entitled “Despair Is Both Dangerous 

ad Stupid,” and aimed at rousing American spirits in light of setbacks in Korea. It is worth 

looking at a few passages from this piece in detail. First, Ward claims that fighting for freedom is 

an enduring Western value: 

The struggle to maintain and expand freedom is not new. It is the essential effort that runs 

like a thread through all the phases of Western civilization, and the men who fought at 

Thermopylae or died with Charles Martel, who withstood the siege of Vienna or broke 

the Turkish fleets at Lepanto, or who, in our own day, covered the road from Mons and 

held the outpost at Bastogne might feel a certain astonishment to see the free world 

rocking simply because its defendants are once more experiencing a temporary retreat. 

 

All of the historic battles she mentions, including Thermopylae, are stereotypical clashes of West 

versus East. The recent struggles at Mons and Bastogne represent the fight against Imperial 

Germany and the Third Reich, to which the Cold War is heir – though the great West-East clash 
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begun at Thermopylae often seems more apropos. Ward argues that the Soviet Union stands in a 

long line of would-be Eastern oppressors: “... Soviet imperialism uses techniques so old and 

outworn that the Greeks were fighting against them five thousand [sic] years ago.” Her error 

regarding the date of the war between the Greeks and the Persian Empire, which she places a full 

2,500 years too early, is indicative of how ingrained Persian War themes had become in the 

Western imagination. One could know these themes without knowing anything about the actual 

events themselves, let alone the sources and scholarly arguments. As opposed to the Soviet 

propaganda machine, Ward insists that the United States through the Marshall plan has shared 

wealth with less developed areas “without any blowing of trumpets or thumping on the 

propaganda machine,” a claim that volumes of speeches, articles, and other media flatly 

contradicts. 

Let one other speech from 1951 suffice to demonstrate how prevalent Thermopylae was 

in many quarters of the West. In response to a speech delivered by President Truman to the 

foreign ministers of the American republics, the Foreign Minister of Brazil said the following, 

according to The New York Times of March 27:  

There exists an ostensive philosophy which, if it came to pass, would consecrate as a 

hero, Ephialtes, the Spartan traitor convicted of crime against his mother country, having 

delivered to the Persians the very lives of those who stood in defense of the Thermopylae 

Pass. The nations of our hemisphere must not fail in this assembly to demonstrate their 

attachment to the love of nation, as well as to the idea of freedom for the human person, 

and respect for spiritual liberties and the Christian way of life. 

 

Despite the fact that the Brazilian minister gets a key detail wrong – Ephialtes was not in fact 

Spartan – Thermopylae once again appears in an appeal for patriotism in the face of the Soviet 

threat. The traitors the minster refers to are those within Western countries who sympathize with 

communism, a barbarous creed that threatens freedom and the “Christian way of life.” 
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Two incidents, also from 1951 and both reported in The New York Times, are 

representative of the way the site of Thermopylae could serve as a powerful symbol in a Cold-

War context. On April 3, the third anniversary of the Marshall Plan and the launching of the 

United States Information Service’s so-called “Campaign of Truth” were celebrated with great 

pomp at Thermopylae itself. As the New York Times says in the April 4, 1951 edition, 

Thermopylae was “where some 2,500 years ago 300 Spartans died in defense of the then 

Western World civilization against Asian invaders.” Dignitaries, including the US ambassador 

spoke, a tree was planted, and messages of appreciation were sent to Generals George C. 

Marshall, Douglas MacArthur, and Dwight D. Eisenhower. A message was also sent to the 

Greek force serving in Korea, on the front lines in the fight against Communism. The link 

between the iconic modern defenders of the “West” and the Three Hundred could not be clearer. 

 On August 8 of the same year, The New York Times reported that “the one-thousandth 

displaced person to arrive in the United States under the auspices of the American Hellenic 

Education Progressive Association,” Maria Geroulis, arrived in the US with three pounds of soil 

“from the graves of King Leonidas of Sparta and the 300 Spartan heroes who sacrificed their 

lives at the Battle of Thermopylae in 480 B.C.” The soil, contained in an archaic Greek vase, was 

to be placed on the Tomb of the Unkown Soldier in Arlington National Cemetery. Upon learning 

that the soil would have to be sterilized to avoid contamination, Geroulis replied that, “the soil of 

Thermopylae has been sterilized by the heroes of the ages and such sterilization is eternal.” Once 

again, American military members – in the latter case, the common soldier, in the former, 

generals – are treated as the heirs of the Spartan Three Hundred, linking the causes of the Second 

World War and the Cold War with the Spartans’ stand against a despotic eastern invader.  
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 In 1955, the monument now the main attraction at Thermopylae was constructed by funds 

raised by Greeks living in the US. This monument, which the Greek Ministry of Culture calls a 

heroön, a hero-shrine, features a colossal bronze statue of Leonidas, apparently based on the 

“Smiling Hoplite” found at Sparta and identified (probably incorrectly) as Leonidas (Fig. 2). 

Behind Leonidas stands a low wall decorated with relief sculptures and flanked by figures 

representing the Taÿgetos mountain range and the Eurotas River, symbols of Sparta’s homeland. 

It is impossible to ignore the Cold-War context of this monument, which builds on the 

Thermopylae symbolism used earlier in the 1950s.17 Only in the 1990s was a monument to the 

700 Thespians who died in the last stand at Thermopylae added slightly to the west of the main 

Spartan monument. Across the old highway is the low hillock on which the last stand supposedly 

took place, and where many arrowheads were excavated in supposed confirmation of that fact. 

Today, the hillock boasts a plaque bearing Simonides’ famous epigram. Visitors to the site are 

also able to visit a flashy historical center, complete with models of the battlefield and cartoonish 

images of Spartan warriors that evoke the film 300 – and even by Spartan-warrior-themed t-

shirts for children. The site of Thermopylae remains a popular tourist stop, but it was during the 

cold war that it was first developed into a major public monument.  

 Perhaps the best-known Cold-War-era celebration of the Spartans and Thermopylae is the 

1962 film The 300 Spartans, shot on location in Greece (but further south, near Perachora and 

Lake Vouliagmeni, not at Thermopylae) and made with the cooperation of the Greek 

government. The film asserts both the truth and importance of its subject matter. As Tae Yang 

Kwak point outs, after the action is finished, the film ends by noting that the sacrifice of the 

Three Hundred represents “ʻa stirring example for free people throughout the world of what a 

                                                 
17 https://culture.lamia.gr/en/blog/thermopylae-monument-leonidas.  

https://culture.lamia.gr/en/blog/thermopylae-monument-leonidas
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few brave men can accomplish once they refuse to submit to tyranny,’ followed by 

acknowledgements thanking the Greek King and Queen, and the Greek government and army for 

making the film possible.”18 Though it met with scant critical success, The 300 Spartans had a 

profound impact on the young Frank Miller, who would later write the comic series 300, made 

into a blockbuster film of the same name, which we will discuss below.19 In a New York Times 

article on the latter film, Alex Beam notes the influence of The 300 Hundred Spartans, and how 

it was interpreted as a commentary on the Cold War. Beam notes that William Golding, author of 

Lord of the Flies, remarked upon seeing the film that “a little of Leonidas lies in the fact that I 

can go where I like and write what I like. He contributed to set us free.”20 

 

Conclusion 

 As Shakespeare quipped in The Merchant of Venice, “the Devil can quote scripture for 

his purpose.” That Third-Reich propagandists, Greek patriots, the British Army, and American 

Cold-Warriors can all bend the Spartans to their own – often seemingly diametrically opposed – 

purposes demonstrates the fertility of Spartan soil. The case of Sparta, perhaps more than any 

other topic from Classical antiquity, demonstrates how important it is to be honest and accurate 

in evaluating the ancient evidence and its reception, and to be vigilant against the misuse of 

antiquity to promote dangerous or hateful agendas in the modern world. Even those agendas that 

are not blatantly escalationist or hateful can still push a society towards violence and militarism, 

                                                 
18 Kwak 2007: 196. 
19 The New York Times (Sept. 20, 1962) review of the film is representative: “A viewer now can see by what means 

the Persians and the Greeks annihilated each other, but beyond that it is shallow stuff no more memorable than a 

weather report, dated 480 B. C.” 
20 Alex Beam, “Meanwhile: Hot Times at the Hot Gates,” New York Times, March 8, 2007. Golding’s comment is 

more than a little reminiscent of John Stuart Mill’s line that “the Battle of Marathon, even as an event in British 

history, is more important than the Battle of Hastings.” 
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encouraging an unthinking patriotism and self-sacrifice in the service of wars that might or might 

not be just. 

 As I hope to show in my forthcoming book (Sparta and the Commemoration of War, 

CUP), an honest and accurate understanding of the real ancient Spartans should give us pause. 

Aside from the obviously evil aspects of Spartan society, foremost among them slavery and 

helotage, a society exclusively built around warfare and military virtues, and the commemoration 

of those virtues in its past heroes, is more likely than not to opt for violence and war in the 

future, and to see these as good things. One does not need to be a pacifist to recognize the danger 

in one-sided military commemoration and glorification. If war is hell, emulating the Spartans 

today, even in merely calling them to mind as exemplars, seems to me more likely to lead us to 

hell than to heaven.     
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Fig. 1, from The New York Times, February 4, 1951, p. 43. 
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Fig. 2, the modern monument at Thermoyplae. 


